A Timeline of the Marsh Bankruptcy

After just 26 of 44 remaining Marsh Supermarkets were purchased at auction, the 18 stores slated for closure (including two in Greater Lafayette) began to wind down. WBAA went to one who said they couldn't comment and chatted with some customers before reporters were asked to leave by store management.

Marsh Buyers, CVS

CVS to Close 24 Stores

Marsh Supermarkets' Even Profitable Store May Close
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Shoppers Find Disappointment, Discounts At doomed Marsh Stores

Marsh Files for Bankruptcy, Even Profitable Stores To Close

Timeline of the Marsh Bankruptcy

2 Ohio Grocers Make Conditional $24M Offer On 26 Marsh Stores

Marsh Buyes, CVS Settle Pharmacy Tiff; 18 Stores Still To Close

Who said they couldn't comment and chatted with some customers before reporters were asked to leave by store management.

And just 26 of 44 remaining Marsh Supermarkets were purchased at auction, the 18 stores slated for closure (including two in Greater Lafayette) began to wind down. WBAA went to one who said they couldn't comment.

As Marsh Files For Bankruptcy

Marsh Supermarkets' Even Profitable Store May Close

Ohio Grocers Make Conditional $24M Offer on 26 Marsh Stores

Shoppers Find Disappointment, Discounts At doomed Marsh Stores

Marsh Files for Bankruptcy, Even Profitable Stores To Close

After just 26 of 44 remaining Marsh Supermarkets were purchased at auction, the 18 stores slated for closure (including two in Greater Lafayette) began to wind down. WBAA went to one who said they couldn't comment and chatted with some customers before reporters were asked to leave by store management.
West Lafayette's Dennis Joins 'Climate Mayors' Group Opposed to Trump

Opposed to Trump Mayor John Dennis

IU Health Rededicates Frankfort Hospital, but Challenges Lurk

Challenges Lurk Frankfort Hospital, but IU Health Rededicates
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READ MORE

West Lafayette Mayor John Dennis hasn't been shy about his criticism of President Donald Trump. Now, he's taken a stand against the Trump administration's environmental policies.

When IU Health took over Frankfort Hospital, it was clear there was some making-over to do of the building and of the facility's image. But the hospital's new president says there's another big problem she wasn't aware of, which she wants to fix.

READ MORE

Hear Ludwig van Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 this morning on WBAI's Morning Features.
THE ARCHIVES

The WBAA Arts Spotlight should be celebrated, which is why in 2014 WBAA launched the a monthly series called a great piece to move to and stay. Art is an integral part of our human culture and
surrounding communities not only makes our community a wonderful place to live, but
The prominence of numerous artists and musicians in the Greater Lafayette and

ARTS SPOTLIGHT

The song of the summer – a new release of cello music.

Special Events

What's New Features holiday music.

What's New

1pm Hour

Morning Classics and Beethoven's Finao on Thursday 6/22 in the
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WBAA T-Shirt Contest

Charlotte Tuggle

My name is Charlotte Tuggle and I'm a reporter at WBAA. For three years, I was a news intern at the station before graduating from Purdue and becoming a local listener and artist. Combine your love of WBAA with a bit of creativity and enter your shirt design for WBAA. Get started now – deadline to enter is July 21st.

Visit WBAA's community calendar to take a look at all the events happening around our community.